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Currently, the spring machine tool is fixed by means of manual clamping and positioning by bolts. )e automation of the tool
change is low, and the accurate value of the tool position cannot be determined. )e automatic tool change system for spring
machine was designed by using the standard functional parts of the automatic tool change system of the machining center. It
mainly includes the design of the automatic loose clamp device and that of the multispindle automatic tool change arm. After
static analysis, the deformation of the automatic tool change arm is 0.153mm, which satisfies the requirements for usage.
Kinematic analysis of the designed automatic tool change arm was carried out. After actual verification, the designed automatic
tool change system of spring machine realizes the functions of the tools automatic replacement and positioning of the spring
machine, which improves the automation of the spring forming equipment.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of manufacturing tech-
nology, the automation in the field of machinery continues
to improve. Due to the introduction of the automatic tool
magazine system, the metal cutting machine tool realizes the
functions of automatically storing tools and tool change in
the automatic machining process. Various machining pro-
cesses such as milling, boring, drilling, and tapping can be
completed through the control of the CNC system. )e
change of different tools greatly improves the efficiency of
parts processing and shortens the processing time [1–3].

Spring is an important basic mechanical part, and the
level of spring manufacturing device is the key to the quality
and efficiency of spring production. )e current spring
forming machine with high automation is the multistation
camless spring formingmachine.)e forming process is that
the steel wire is straightened by the straighteningmechanism
and is sent out from the forming panel mandrel by the wire
feedingmechanism.)e forming panel is generally equipped
with eight linear motion sliding seats, each of which is

separately controlled by the servomotor.)e spring forming
is realized by installing different tools on each sliding seat
using multiaxis interpolation control technology.

Currently, spring forming tool is manually mounted on
the tool mounting seat on the sliding seat and is positioned
and clamped using bolt. Replacement of the forming object
requires all the eight tool seats to be removed and replaced
with new ones. )e tool also needs to be manually replaced
when it wears, and the relative position of the tool, the wire,
and the mandrel after manual replacement of the tools with
different functions and shapes cannot be determined. It
requires recommission of the spring forming program,
which is very inconvenient. )e perfection of the dynamical
system has been getting more and more attention [4, 5].
)erefore, an automatic tool change system is designed for
the multistation spring forming machine. It can determine
the exact relative position of the tool and realize the auto-
matic replacement of the spring tool. )ereby, it provides a
basis for further realizing the digital programming tech-
nology of the spring and improving the level of
manufacturing equipment of the spring parts.
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2. Design of the Automatic Loose-Clamp
Device of Tool

2.1. Existing ToolMountingMethods. )e existing tool of the
spring forming machine is mounted on the tool mounting
seat on the linear motion sliding seat, as shown in Figure 1.
)e tool seat can, respectively, adjust the upper, lower, left
and right, and upward and overhead positions of the tool by
bolts. In the manual tool change process, the operator needs
loosening a few screws, removing the tools, selecting the
appropriate tools from the tool magazine, installing the
tools, and tightening the screws.

)e tool of the machining center has the relevant na-
tional standard, so the tools of the machining center pro-
duced by different manufacturers can be used universally
according to the standard. But, the spring machine tools are
still unstandardized. Generally, manufacturers or users
customize their own sharpening, so the shape cannot be
unified.)e tool needs to be adjusted to a suitable position in
use by various adjustment bolts on the tool seat to facilitate
forming processing. After adjusting a suitable position, the
operator needs to constantly adjust the feed of the tool until
the formed springmeets the requirements. It will take a lot of
time during machine adjustment by manually changing the
tools. It seriously reduces the production efficiency of the
spring machine. In order to reduce the adjustment time and
improve the level of automation of spring machine, the
design of automatic tool change system for springmachine is
necessary.

2.2. Tool Loose-Clamp Device Structure Design. In order to
realize the function of automatic tool change, it is necessary
to first realize the automatic loose-clamp function of the
tool. At present, this method of using bolts for tightening
and positioning is difficult to realize automation, and it
cannot be docked with the tool magazine system. In the
machining center, the rivet is released by driving the claw
under the action of the unclamping cylinder, and it is
tightened by driving the claw under the tension of disc
spring. )e action of the automatic loose-clamp tool holder
of the spindle can be realized, and the handle is clamped by
the conical surface and the spindle [6, 7]. )erefore, drawing
on the idea of tool loosening and clamping in the machining
center, a device for automatically loosening and clamping
the tool is designed on the linear slide of the spring machine
forming panel using the existing common parts of the
standard CNC machine tool. )e device is shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3, mainly including parts such as a tool holder, a
rivet, a claw, a tool cylinder, a tool cylinder fixture, a cyl-
inder, a connecter of the cylinder and claw, and a cylinder
connecting plate. )e BT standard is commonly used in the
tool holder, rivet, and claw in machining centers [8]. )e
internal dimensions of BT standard spindle are shown in
Figure 4. )e tool of the spring machine is rectangular
usually, and in this device, the end of the tool can be changed
to a cylindrical shape, which can be installed in the tool
holder using the ER chuck.

2.3. Loose-Clamp Principle of the Tool. )e loosening and
clamping actions of the tool is achieved by using the cylinder.
When the cylinder action rod pushes the claw to advance, the
claw can release the rivet and the CNC tool holder can be
loosened and removed; when the cylinder action rod pulls the
claw back, the claw can grasp the rivet to make the conical
surface of the tool holder axially positioned and clamped with
the conical surface of the tool cylinder. Since general spring
machine tools have no rotation action and only move in a
straight line, the installation direction of the tool is fixed.
)erefore, in addition to the axial positioning, the tool holder
also needs to maintain accurate circumferential positioning.
)e tool holder-matching key with arc shape is designed and
mounted on the tool cylinder. When the tool holder is loaded
into the tool cylinder, the key groove on the tool holder is
automatically aligned along the circular arc surface of the key
to achieve circumferential positioning.

)e entire tool cylinder is fixed to the linear slide by the
fixture and the connecting plate. )e cylinder is also fixed to
the slide by a connecting plate. Eight forming linear slides
are all designed to be installed with this device to achieve the
automatic loose-clamp action of the tools on the eight
stations. )ey are shown in Figure 5. )e tool can be directly
used for forming processing after it is replaced.

3. Automatic Tool Change Arm Design

In order to realize automatic tool change, it is necessary to
design an automatic tool change arm for the spring machine.
)e common tool change in the machining center is
achieved through the ATC device. In the working process, it
is mainly responsible for the exchange of the tools on the tool
magazine with the tools on the machine tool spindle.
)rough a series of rotation and linear motion, it can achieve
the efficient and accurate exchange of the tool required for
the next process in the tool magazine with the tool used in
the previous process in the machine spindle [9, 10].

)ere is a very large difference of the tool change process
between the multistation spring machine and the machining
center. In the machining center, it is generally one-to-one
tool change between tool magazine with the single spindle.
In the spring machine, it is one-to-eight tool change between
tool magazine with the spindles of the eight stations which
are distributed on the panel at a 45 degree circumference.
)erefore, the tool change arm used in the machining center
cannot be directly used on the spring forming machine. It is
necessary to design an automatic tool change arm that is
suitable for the characteristics of the spring machine.

3.1. Structure Design of the Automatic Tool Change Arm.
)e structure of the spring machine tool change mechanism
is shown in Figure 6. It adopts the form of single-arm and
single-handle. It includes a servo motor, a reducer, and four
cylinders, which, respectively, realizes two rotary motions,
two linear motions, and opening and closing motions of the
clamping jaw. In this way, it provides the movement of four
degrees of freedom for the clamping jaw of the tool holder
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and meets the working requirements of the tool change of
the spring machine. )e function of the rotary cylinder is to
rotate the whole tool change arm between the tool magazine
and the spring machine. )e function of the motor 6 is to
make the angle of the tool change arm coincide with the
angle of the slide of the spring machine forming plate from
which the tool will be removed or mounted. )e cylinder 2
realizes the opening and closing of the clamping jaw, the
cylinder 3 ensures that the tool holder does not collide with
other parts during the movement process after the tool
holder is removed, and the cylinder 4 completes the motions
of tool uploading and loading.

3.2. Tool Change Workflow of the Automatic Tool Change
Arm. According to the operating principle of the designed
spring machine automatic tool change arm, the working
process of tool change is divided into the loading process and
the unloading process.

)e loading process on the spring machine: positioning
the tool change arm to the position of the tool magazine
(motor 5, cylinder 7), clamping jaw release (cylinder 2),
falling down of the tool case with the tool of the tool
magazine, moving clamping jaw in place (cylinders 3, 4),
closing of the clamping jaw (cylinder 2), tool change arm
pulling the tool (cylinder 4), the clamping jaw moving back

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of tool installation adjustment seat on the spring forming machine.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the automatic loose-clamp device.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the cross-section of the automatic loose-clamp device.
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(cylinder 3), positioning the tool change arm to the angle of
the spring machine for tool loading (motor 5, cylinder 7),
tool inserting (cylinders 3, 4), tightening the tool holder of

the automatic loose clamp device, clamping jaw release
(cylinder 2), and the tool change arm returning to the initial
position (cylinders 3, 4, motor 5).

1
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1 Pneumatic clamping jaw
2 Clamping jaw cylinder
3 Linear three-rod cylinder
4 Linear rodless cylinder

5 Servo motor
6 Reducer
7 Rotary cylinder

Figure 6: Structure of the automatic tool change arm.

Figure 5: Spring formed panel with the automatic loose-clamp function of tool.
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Figure 4: Internal structure size of spindle using BT-standard.
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)eunloading process on the springmachine: positioning
the tool change arm to the angle of the springmachine for tool
unloading (motor 5, cylinder 7), clamping jaw release (cyl-
inder 2), moving clamping jaw in place (cylinders 3, 4),
closing of the clamping jaw (cylinder 2), tool loosening of the
automatic loose-clamp device, tool change arm pulling the
tool (cylinder 4), the clamping jaw moving back (cylinder 3),
positioning the tool change arm to the position of the tool
magazine (motor 5, cylinder 7), falling down of the empty tool
case of tool magazine, tool inserting (cylinders 3, 4), clamping
jaw release (cylinder 2), and the tool change arm returning to
the initial position (cylinders 3, 4, motor 5).

3.3. Static Analysis of the Automatic Tool Change Arm. In
order to verify whether that the designed automatic tool
change arm meets the requirements for use, the structural
static analysis of the structure is conducted using ANSYS
WORKBENCH finite element software [11, 12]. )e 3D
model of the designed automatic tool change arm is im-
ported into ANSYS WORKBENCH. )e automatically di-
vided grid is adopted, and there are altogether 392,883 nodes
and 226,738 units. In the case of clamping the tool holder,
the maximum deformation of the structure is about
0.153mm under the effect of its own weight. )e defor-
mation result is shown in Figure 7. It indicates that the
deformation of the tool change arm structure is small during
the using process, which will not affect the positioning
accuracy and fully meet the requirements of use.

3.4. Kinematics Analysis of the Automatic Tool Change Arm.
)e D-H method is a matrix method proposed by Denavit
and Hartenberg to model the robot linkages and joints and
to describe the translation and rotation relationship of
adjacent members, which has become the standard
method for robot kinematics modeling [13–17]. It es-
tablishes an additional coordinate system for the members
at each joint and represents the relationship between the
coordinate systems by a 4 × 4 homogeneous transforma-
tion matrix.

)e transformation matrix between joint n− 1 and joint
n is

n−1
Tn � An �

Cθn −SθnCzn SθnSzn anCθn

Sθn CθnCzn −CθnSzn anSθn

0 Szn Czn dn

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (1)

where Sθn � sin θn, Cθn � cos θn, Szn � sin zn, and
Czn � cos zn.

)e self-designed tool change arm consists of the joints
of two rotational degrees of freedom and joints of two
translational degrees of freedom. )e coordinate system at

each joint of the tool change arm is established according to
the D-H method, as shown in Figure 8. )e D-H param-
eters of each coordinate system conversion are shown in
Table 1.

θ1 is determined by the operating angle of the rotating
cylinder; θ2 is determined by the rotation angle of the
motor; d2 is the linear distance from the center line of the
rotating cylinder to the center line of the rodless cylinder,
which is a fixed value; d3 is determined by the stroke
of the rodless cylinder; d4 is determined by the stroke of
the three-rod cylinder. )e characteristic of cylinder
as the actuating action element is that, generally, it can
only stay at both ends within the stroke range, but it can
meet the requirements and save the cost in this mech-
anism. )e value range of each parameter is shown in
Table 2.

By substituting the D-H parameters into formula 1, the
coordinate transformation matrix between the connecting
rods can be obtained as

A1 �

Cθ1 0 −Sθ1 0

Sθ1 0 Cθ1 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

A2 �

Cθ2 0 Sθ2 0

Sθ2 0 −Cθ2 0

0 1 0 d2

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

A3 �

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 −1 0 d3

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

A4 �

0 −1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 d4

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(2)

)en, the position and orientation transformation ma-
trix of the coordinate system of the center of clamping jaw at
the end of the entire tool change the mechanism relative to
the base coordinate system, i.e., the kinematic equation of
the entire tool change mechanism is
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A: Static structural
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Figure 7: Static mechanical finite element analysis of the structure of the tool change arm.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of multiaxis coordinate system of tool change arm kinematics.

Table 1: D-H parameter table.

# θ D a A
0–1 θ1 0 0 −90
1–2 θ2 d2 0 90
2–3 0 d3 0 −90
3-H 90 d4 0 0

Table 2: )e value range of D-H parameters.

Parameter θ1 (°) θ2 (°) d2 (mm) d3 (mm) d4 (mm)
Lower limit of value 0 0 115 60.5 350
Upper limit of value 90 360 115 150.5 450
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0
TH � A1 × A2 × A3 × A4,

�

−Cθ1Sθ2 −Cθ1Cθ2 −Sθ1 d3Cθ1Sθ2 − d4Sθ1 − d2Sθ1
−Sθ1Sθ2 −Sθ1Cθ2 Cθ1 d2Cθ1 + d4Cθ2 + d3Sθ1Sθ2

−Cθ2 Sθ2 0 d3Cθ2
0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

nx ox ax

ny oy ay

nz oz az

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

−Cθ1Sθ2 −Cθ1Cθ2 −Sθ1
−Sθ1Sθ2 −Sθ1Cθ2 Cθ1

−Cθ2 Sθ2 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

px

py

pz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

d3Cθ1Sθ2 − d4Sθ1 − d2Sθ1
d2Cθ1 + d4Cθ2 + d3Sθ1Sθ2

d3Cθ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

(3)

where
nx ox ax

ny oy ay

nz oz az

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ is the orientation transformation matrix

of the coordinate system of the center of clamping jaw at the
end of the entire tool change mechanism relative to the base

coordinate system and
px

py

pz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ is the position transformation

matrix of the coordinate system of the center of clamping
jaw at the end of the entire tool change mechanism relative
to the base coordinate system.

)rough the above kinematic equation, if θ1, θ2, d2, d3,
and d4 are known, the position and orientation of the
clamping jaw can be obtained by substituting them into the
above matrix, i.e., the positive kinematic solution of the tool
change arm; if the desired position and orientation value of
the clamping jaw are known, the values of θ1, θ2, d2, d3, and
d4 can be solved through the above matrix, i.e., the motion
values of the joints, which is the inverse kinematics solution
of the tool change arm. )rough the results of kinematic
analysis, related guidance parameters can be provided for the
control system of the tool change arm.

4. Selection of Tool Magazine Types

)e common types of tool magazines for machining center
include circular type [18], bamboo-hat type, and chain type.
Different types of tool magazines have different character-
istics and usage scenarios. Among them, the circular and
chain tool magazines generally use automatic tool change
mechanism for tool exchange. Since spring machine is in the
form of multispindle tool change, it is suitable to use au-
tomatic tool change mechanism ATC for tool exchange.
)erefore, circular tool magazine can be equipped generally,
and chain tool magazine can be used when the number of
stored tools is large.)e circular tool magazine just needs the
functions of tool selecting and tool case turning, and the
function of tool change is realized by the self-designed
multispindle automatic tool change arm.)e structure of the
spring machine equipped with an automatic tool change
system using the circular tool magazine is shown in Figure 9.

5. Physical Test Verification

In order to verify the functions of the designed tool auto-
matic clamping device and automatic tool changing arm, a
physical model is built in this paper. It is shown in Figure 10.
)e open control system of IPC+PMAC motion control
card is used to build the control system of automatic tool
change system [19]. )e system controls the actions of 5
cylinder reversing valves and 1 servo motor. IPC, as the
upper computer, completes human-computer interaction
and management functions. And PMAC, as the lower
computer, completes motion control and logic control
functions. A special control system for automatic tool
change mechanism of multistation spring machine is de-
veloped on the Windows platform based on C# language. It
realizes the functions of automatic tool change mechanism,
such as automatic loosening and clamping tool, automatic
unloading and loading tool control, and tool information
management.

)rough actual operation, the function of automatic
loosening and clamping of the tool on spring forming machine
and the function of the automatic tool change between the
magazine and the spring machine are verified to be valid.

6. Discussion

(1) )emechanism designed in this paper can realize the
computer-controlled tool change process, reduce the
manual operation, improve the level of automation,
and provide the foundation for the future unmanned
intelligent manufacturing.

(2) After actual testing, the fastest tool change of one
station can be achieved in about 1 minute by au-
tomatic tool change. And, the tool change time
manually depends on the operator’s proficiency and
operating speed. In terms of tool change time alone,
the level of improvement may be limited.

(3) )e position of the tool after the automatic tool
change is determined. According to the shape of the
spring to be formed, it is easy to infer the appropriate
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feed of the tool. But, after manual tool change, the
tool position is difficult to determine; it needs re-
peated tests to determine the appropriate tool feed.
Usually, the manual debugging spring program
needs at least half an hour. From this point of view,
the design of automatic tool change system greatly
reduces the adjustment time of the program. When
the machining object of spring forming machine
changes, it can be adjusted quickly. Compared with
the method of manual tool change, it improves the
proportion of actual processing time. It can give full
play to the advantages of multistation spring ma-
chine in multivarieties and small batch production.

(4) By using the automatic tool change system, the tool
standardization of the springmachine can be promoted,
which provides the basic conditions for the develop-
ment of CAM technology in the spring forming process.

(5) On the basis of automatic tool change of the spring
machine, the computer reasoning of tool selection
and layout based on experience knowledge can be
further realized, so as to get rid of the dependence on
the experience of operators.

7. Conclusion

(1) )rough the automatic tool change system designed
for the multistation spring machine, the functions of
automatic clamping, automatic replacement, and
automatic storage of the spring machine tool are
achieved by using the standard parts commonly used
in the tool magazine system ofmachining center, and
the reliability is ensured.

(2) )edevice for automatically loosening and clamping the
tool in circumference distribution of the springmachine
forming panel is designed.)e circular tool magazine is
selected, and the automatic tool change arm of the tool
magazine and multispindle tool change is designed.)e
operating principle of each part is illustrated.

(3) )e statics analysis is conducted for the mechanics of
the structure of the tool change arm.)e results showed
this structure meets the requirements of use. And, ki-
nematics analysis is also conducted for themechanics of
the structure of the tool change arm. )e kinematics
equations for these mechanisms are obtained.

(4) )e designed structures are verified on the actual
physical prototype. )e result shows that the
structure of the design is reasonable and the function
of the design can be realized.

(5) )e entire automatic tool change system designed
can be applied to the multistation spring machine,
which is important for improving the spring
manufacturing device, promoting the standardiza-
tion process of spring machine tools, and realizing
the digitization of formation of spring.
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